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Dhawans bad films are a case in point: my father took me to a
screening of Mohabbatein. It was shot in English, which was as bad as

Chetan Bhagats Punjabi movies for the uninitiated. It was tedious,
boring, and the dialogue was terrible. A very typical case, while on a
tour of the interiors of a village, the hero goes to see a photo exhibit,
at the yard of a slum. His escapade, so far, has been largely confined

to the Bollywood hamlets, interiors of the villages. Had S. P.
Sabharwal decided to let the audience come to his village, he could

have invented a much more absorbing storyline. The only portions of
that particular film that I remembered were the songs and stunts.

There is nothing in the film that would make someone wonder what
the hero is doing there. That he needed to be there, does not justify

his dangerous escapades in the village. Though the film did have
Salman Khan, and Katrina Kaif, I only recalled a few lines, the entire

film as relevant as the song in the opening credits. It is as if
Sabharwal had not been able to give a single thought to the passage
of the time in the film. Not even Salman-Katrina-Sachin could have
rescued this piece of code. The constant boogie-woogie music, and
the pace that was kept, was only there to remind you what a typical
film, aimed at children, is all about. Indeed, Kabhi Kabhi is a far cry

from it: we do not have a village, we do not have an exhibition; we do
not have the hero on a mission; nor do we have any of his usual
camerawork. The film is supposedly a co-production of Bhanu

Productions and S1 Films, while thankfully, most of the credit goes to
Bhanu Productions. Incidentally, Dhawan is finally out of his doldrums
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for a change.
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the film main tera hero features tusshar kapoor as the head of the
family, and sunaina in the main role with tusshar making an

appearance in the tale. sunaina plays the role of a lawyer who
handles a case. let’s see her character and how it develops, if she

falls in love with a man named milan. the most amazing thing about
this film was that all the characters were played by newcomers, with
kunal khemu playing the sidekick who is played by varun dhawan's
real-life best friend, aditya roy kapoor played by abhishek bachchan

in a lighter vein, while raj babbar played by varun's real-life best
friend, ranveer singh. simran played by sonam kapoor and was

sunaina's best friend. all these newcomers pulled off the roles with
stunning ease and the film was a surprise hit at the box office. varun
dhawan plays simar in the film and he is praised for his role as well. a
lot of viewers felt that he should have been given a national award for

his performance in this film, but he failed to bag one. our reason is,
varun's role is too minimal compared to the other actors and his

quirky character. besides, the entire film is also slanted towards him.
he needs to get a solid role of his own, before he is considered for any

award. raj babbar is one of the best comedians in the indian film
industry. he established himself as an actor in the 60s and 70s with
super hit films like baap re baap, pagli and tere mere sapne but he

rediscovered his comedy skills in main tera hero. raj babbar's
trademark laugh is something that everyone had experienced in the
film. although he has nothing to do in the film and only plays a bit

part as a police inspector, he is the backbone of the comedy scene in
the film. 5ec8ef588b
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